
Tl-1 E FOUR Cs
Fine dia4onds are among the mosr coveted ofall gems. Their value however, differs widely from one diamond to another Experts evaluate every

diarnond for rarity and beauty, using four primary guidelines. These are called The Four Cs - Cut, Color, Clarity, and Carat \?eight.

CUT
\Vhen you think ofrhe cur, you probably thinl ofthe shape ofthe diamond. You are partially corect. Vhile cut does refer to shape, it also refers

to the proportions ofhow the diamond is actually cut.

balance ofthese can greatly affect how the stone captures light and reflects it back to the eye.

COLOR
\?ith the exception of fancy colored diamonds, the most valuable diamonds are those with the least color. The color scale for transparent

diamonds goes fiom D-F (colorless), G-J (near colorless), K-M (faint yellow), to Z (light yellow). Completely colorless diamonds are rare.
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\7hen diamonds are formed with tracis ofother minerals, rare and bear.rtifrrl colors can result. These "fancy'' colors range ftom blue and brilliant

yellow to red, bro.wn, pale green, pink and violet. Because oftheir rarity, colored diamonds are highly desirable and may be quite raluable.

CLARIW
A diamondt clarity is measured by the existence, or absence, of visible flaws. Tiny surface blemishes or internal inclusions - even those seen

only under magnification with a l0x jeweler's loupe - can alter the brilliance of the diamond and thus, affect its value. Clarity levels begin with

Flawless (FL & ID follo{ed by Verfvery Slight fr'Vs1 & 2), Very Slight (VS1 & 2), Slighdy Induded (SIl 8t 2), and Induded (I1, 2, e{ 3).

FL, IF DIAMONDS Flawless: No internal or external flaws

Internally Flawless: No internal flaws

VVSl, VVS2 DIAMCNDS Very, very slighly included: Very difficult to see

inclusions under 10x masnification

VS2 DIAMCNDS Very slighdy included: lnclusions are not rypically
visible to the unaided eye

SII ,  SI2 DIAMONDS Slightly included: Inclusions are visible under l0x

magnification and may be visible with the unaided eye

13 D|AMCNDS lncluded: Inclusions are visible with the unaided eye

CARAT \VEIGHT
The size of a diamond is measured, not by its dimensions, bur by weight, One carat, the traditional unit of measurement for diamonds, is equal

to approxirnately 0.2 grarns. You may also hear the weight ofa diamond referred to in poina. A point is equ"al ro 1400 ofa carat; therefore, a 75-point

diamond equals 0.75 carat. Diamonds ofequal weight may appear slightly different in size, depending on their depth and proponions. Because they

are quite rare, larger diamonds ofgem qualiry are rnuch more valuable.

RARW & BEAUTY
All gem-qua.lity diamonds are rare, taking billions of yean for nature to form them. The journey ftom the mine to you is long and arduous.

lrhile the four Cs information helps 1ou to identify the quality ofthe diamond you are purcbasing, it is the combination ofthese fout characteristics

which determine a diamondt rariry and rherefore its value. Remember .- beauty is in the eye ofrhe beholder. A diamond can only be truly perfect

if you think it is beautifully perfect for you.


